Goodbye 2019. Last year we put in 3,000+
event hours passionately creating memorable
experiences for over 1,000 engaged guests.

Double tap! We’re now
on IG. Follow us
@mosaic.planning

This summer we let technology do the talking
and implemented new software making
registration seamless onsite.
This fall we got a new team member! Melanie
Khunkhun joins us with over 15 years in the event
biz. Foodie, fashion lover, trend watcher and
social media whiz, this event girl joins in
marketing and events.
Hello 2020! What’s new with you? We’re
excited to be on socials sharing our event voice
with you! >>>

2020 Trend Watch
2019 HIGHLIGHTED EVENTS:
THE ASSOCIATION OF FAMILY
HEALTH TEAMS OF ONTARIO
CONFERENCE GATHERED 700
GEOCONVENTION HOSTED
3,000 DELEGATES
IMMIGRATNTS OF DISTINCTION
AWARDS CELEBRATED WITH 500

What’s the biggest trend for 2020?
Transparency! Now more than ever we
want to connect with brands in a more
meaningful way. That means sharing
your company values but also
connecting your employees directly to
your customers, so they feel a sense of
belonging. Trust is built when we “get
to know” what employees care about
and how their style and individuality
connect them to the brand.
>>> Keep an eye on our socials for
more 2020 trends.

WE SHARE EVENT TIPS, FUN PICS, DOG SELFIES,
INSPIRING QUOTES, FOODIE POSTS, EVENT INSPO,
SKY PICS AND REPOST WHAT WE THINK IS FAB!

>>>

What’s our biggest
takeaway from 2019? Trust.
As A-type perfectionists it’s hard for us to let
go. That means more work and more hours.
With less time for self-care, how do we
rejuvenate and elevate back to perfectionist?
Delegate with trust. It’s ok to pass off work.
It’s ok to accept help and to let go, even if it’s
not done the way you would have. In the end
the task was completed and that’s what
matters right?

But if you want
something done your way,
have kick-ass templates and a clear vision
when handing off work. Then treat yo’ self to
time off and level back up to perfectionist!

